Submission in response to ESCOSA’s draft proposal re Compass Springs water rates increase
We were home number in the development of which we needed to sign a service
agreement & encumbrances associated with the ownership of the land. The service
agreement makes specific references to water rates.
Item 9.5.1
The supply charge shall not exceed that which shall be fixed by the Minister
under the Waterworks Act 1932 from time to time
Item 9.5.2
The consumption charge shall not be greater that that fixed by the Minister
under the Waterworks Act 1932 from time to time increased by 15 per cent (15%) I spoke
with Mr
(Bizana Pty Ltd) regarding the 15% increase & was informed this was
because we were to originally receive 200kl of free water as per the Schedule on Page 15 of
the service Agreement (Refer Attachment). He then explained that the 15% increase would
take effect once they started to charge for water usage under 200kl but was only to be used
from time to time (Worded in section 9.5.1 & 9.5.2 [Refer Attachment]) to allow Bizana to
increase rates up to but not more than the Rates set by the Minister
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How can the service agreement be broken by a party whenever they see fit?
I was of the understanding a contract is a binding agreement to be followed by both
parties unless otherwise agreed to by both parties, is this not the case?
There were no billing/invoicing issues with the previous owners of the water licence
(Bizana), why have they only started occurring since Compass Springs have taken
ownership?
How have the alleged extra costs to Compass springs only developed since Compass
Springs has taken ownership of the water licence, the previous owners had no issues &
made a reasonable profit?
My opinion is the alleged extra costs are connected with the expansion of the blocks of
land the current owners of the development & water licence has somehow been allowed
to sell. We were informed that the development was not to expand when we purchased
our block. I believe Compass Springs has incorporated costs associated with expanding
the original water infrastructure to accommodate the extra land he is selling &
attempting to pass those costs of onto the residents. Why should the residents be
expected to pay for what is essentially an expense created by the developer & has no
association with the original infrastructure?
We were informed that the development was not to expand as if it was it would have an
effect on the aquifer. Is there documentation to confirm expanding the development will
not impact the quality of water?
I am not sure what evidence Compass Springs has provided justifying the extra costs with
running the infrastructure but I have seen no extra work being conducted on the existing
infrastructure to justify the increase Compass Springs is proposing.
Compass Springs in my opinion is using its monopoly to charge very unreasonable costs
onto the residents. The previous owners had no trouble profiting from the existing set up
so how come Compass Springs can’t?
Having a monopoly on an essential service surely goes against the any competitive nature
our economy is built upon as well as the Australian edict of “A Fair Go” especially if the
owner is clearly gouging the residents due to the monopoly. It is firmly my belief that
Compass Springs believes that they can charge whatever they like as we, the residents,
have no option.
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What is involved in having SAWater provide an alternate water supply as I understand
that the SAWater supply infrastructure ends very close to the development?
I really would have no interest if Compass Springs was to charge $100.00/Litre as long as
we had an alternate water supply & would strongly suggest that Compass Springs would
not charge their proposed costs if an alternate water supplier was available.
Why is it not feasible for SAWater to just “Tie in” from the end of their existing
infrastructure to the Compass Springs infrastructure as I see this no different from
receiving electricity via the many Electricity suppliers, we can choose from but all use the
one “Poles & Wire” infrastructure used to transmit the electricityx
I Compass Springs are attempted unfairly increase pricing, they had no costings to show
for justifying the extra costs but now that Compass Springs has expanded the
infrastructure to feed the extra land, they are selling has incorporated these costs as
justification for an increase.
The current Government made great fanfare promising to reduce water bills. This is
highlighted on the SAWater website that states “The State Government is delivering
cheaper water bills to all South Australian households” Why therefore should the
residents of this development have to pay higher costs, are we not South Australian
residents?
In my opinion the pricing structure should be set as per what SAWater has set for South
Australian households. We should be receiving the discount that the State Government
(In particular Mr Steven Marshall promised) has applied to SA households & that
Compass Springs should if they believe make a submission to the State Government &
seek a grant for absorbing any alleged costs.
Why should the residents living on the original development (I understand this was for
165 blocks) should be expected to pay the costs associated with Compass Springs
expanding the development? I wouldn’t be surprised if Compass Springs is actually
claiming some of the costs from the Golf Course/Restaurant as justification for a water
rate increase.
I would like an explanation on why this process has taken so long, roughly 4 years. I asked
the question of the ESCOSA representative in the December 2017 meeting & was
informed they were waiting for responses from Compass Springs & that seemed to be
taking his time in responding. I therefore would have thought it appropriate for ESCOSA
to have set a date for Compass Springs to have responded (Say 3 months) so that a
prompt determination be made & if Compass Springs hadn’t lodged the appropriate
documents then ESCOSA would make a determination on the data they had received at
that period.
How are ordinary residents expected to absorb such exorbitant cost increases for an
essential product such as water. Even the proposed 21% increase currently being
considered by ESCOSA would put further stress on our already stretched budget. We
were & expect to have received a reduction in water bills like the State Government
promised to “ALL South Australian Households”

Please find attached documents copied from the original Service Agreement/Conveyancing
document

